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Parker Hannifin Corporation
Parker Hannifin is the world’s leading 
diversified manufacturer of motion 
and control technologies and systems, 
providing precision-engineered 
solutions for a wide variety of 
commercial, mobile, industrial and 
aerospace markets. Parker’s products 
are vital to virtually everything that 
moves or requires control, including 
the manufacture and processing  
of raw materials, durable goods, 
infrastructure development and  
all forms of transport. 

Customers rely on Parker for 
engineering excellence, world-class 
manufacturing and outstanding 
customer service to provide compre-
hensive application solutions. As  
the leader in motion and control 
technologies, Parker partners with  
its customers to increase their 
productivity and profitability.
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Industrial Hydraulics 
At the heart of every industrial 
hydraulic solution is Parker’s 85-year 
reputation for innovation and quality 
manufacturing. With more than 
200,000 hydraulic models numbers 
in inventory, Parker’s breadth of 
product is unmatched – whether 
designing new applications or 
retrofitting older ones, Parker is 
positioned to meet customer needs.

Parker’s engineered solutions are 
designed to maximize machine 
performance, eliminate downtime, 
improve energy efficiency, provide 
faster cycle times, reduce noise and 
heat while containing cost and 
improving the customer’s bottom 
line. And buying from a single quality 
source saves both time and money 
while allowing easier ordering and 
faster deliveries.

Industrial Markets Served:

• Amusement rides and simulators

• Balers and compactors

• Hydraulic presses

• Industrial machinery

• In-Plant automotive

• Machine tool

• Marine

• Medical equipment 

• Oil and gas exploration  
and drilling

• Paper

• Plastics and rubber

• Power generation

• Testing machines



Dedicated to increasing customers’ 
productivity and profitability, Parker 
offers customers the widest array of 
solutions and services available. 
Using the industry’s leading edge 
technology and proven processes, 
Parker can provide customers with 
any combination of components, 
sub-assemblies or complete motion 
and control systems for any indus-
trial application.

Parker knows that it takes more than 
innovative products, competitive 
prices and on-time delivery to satisfy 
customer needs – it takes a commit-
ment to provide exceptional value.  
At Parker, value is not a commodity; 
instead, it is the result of personal 
interaction and dedicated resources 
partnering with customers. Our 
value-added services include:

Voice of the customer programs, 
market knowledge and engineering 
expertise combine to develop new 
products to meet evolving customer 
needs. Parker’s new product innova-
tion process includes a number of 
stages, starting with brainstorming 
product ideas, and continues to the 
actual product launch. Customers 

• Machine analysis and  
troubleshooting

• Design engineering support

• System design

• Component selection

• New product development

• Custom component  
manufacturing 

• Assemblies and kits

• Sub systems 

• Global support and service

• Technical training

Custom Made Partnerships

Value-Added Service & Support

benefit from Parker’s lean thinking 
and six sigma analysis applied during 
the process – ensuring high quality.

As the leader in the motion and 
control industry, Parker strives to  
be a preferred single source partner. 
These relationships are cultivated by 
listening closely to our customers 
and repeatedly providing them with 
measurable value.

When it comes to hydraulics, Parker’s 
worldwide network of degreed 
field-sales engineers are the best 
trained in the business and can be 
your single-point of contact. Our 
field-sales teams coordinate Parker’s 
vast global resources including 
platform and technology experts to 
satisfy any industrial application.

And whether they are crawling inside 
your machine during business hours, 
or working weekends, Parker engi-
neers are there when you need them.
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Parker’s ultimate competitive 
advantage in serving customers is its 
global network of 13,000 distributors 
that can provide Parker products and 
services nearly anywhere, anytime.

At the core of Parker’s hydraulic 
distribution is a select group of 
Hydraulic Technology Centers (HTC). 
HTCs are Parker distributors who 
offer a one stop shop for a wide range 
of products, engineering services, 
computer-aided design, fabrication 
and assembly. HTCs can assist with 

equipment design, prototyping  
and the integration of electronic  
or pneumatic components with 
hydraulic systems.

Parker’s HTCs are chosen because 
of their commitment to providing 
exceptional customer service and 
complete hydraulic systems and 
solutions. HTCs carry local 
inventory of Parker products, 
ensuring customers fast delivery 
and reduced downtime.

Parker’s Motion and Control Training Department offers a full range of 
training equipment and curriculum to support the teaching of hydraulic 
and electromechanical motion and control technologies. Utilized by 
colleges, universities, technical schools and industry around the world, 
Parker’s training systems, textbooks, lab manuals, instructor’s guides and 
teaching aids have been educating technology students for decades. 

Hydraulic Technology Centers

Training Excellence



Parker offers the world’s most extensive line of industrial hydraulic products. From pumps 
and valves to motors and motion controllers, all of Parker’s products share a common 
heritage of advanced technology and are designed to deliver precise and reliable control.

Compact Power Systems
Efficient performance in a robust 
compact design best describes 
Parker’s Oildyne products. These 
compact power systems deliver 
power density, are easy to install  
and allow for flexibility across a  
wide variety of applications. Locking 
circuit and manual release availabil-
ity enable safe, secure operation in 
critical situations and harsh environ-
ments as well as an extended service 
life dramatically lowers maintenance 
requirements and costs. Electro-
hydraulic actuators, miniature power 
units, fluid power systems, piston 
pumps, cartridge piston pumps and 
hand pumps are all reliable solutions 
for design challenges.

Industrial Hydraulic Components

Cylinders
The cylinder product offering 
provides more power per pound  
and per dollar over millions of 
trouble-free cycles. These products 
have proven to be the most reliable 
and cost effective cylinders available.

Filtration and Fluid Analysis
Complementing the reliability of 
hydraulic systems and components 
are filtration products which provide 
protection against fluid contaminants. 
High, medium and low pressure 
filters are offered, as well as portable 
filter carts and replacement elements. 
The comprehensive line of pressure 
and return line filters enhances 
machine life and reduces  
machine maintenance.

Accumulators
A complete range of accumulators 
including piston, bladder and 
diaphragm type as well as gas bottles, 
Kleenvent reservoir isolators and 
other accessories are available. 
Sturdy construction makes for 
reliable components that improve 
hydraulic system efficiency by 
maintaining pressure, supple-
menting pump flow and absorbing  
system shocks. 

Coolers
Parker's industrial cooler product 
offers global designs for a variety of 
industrial applications. Parker prides 
itself on cooler designs that optimize 
the highest heat duty per pound for 
the most efficient, space saving 
cooler on the market. In comparison 
to competition, Parker coolers are 
quiet, compact and lightweight, yet 
constructed for reliability and long 
life. Custom and combination coolers 
are available for most applications 
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Fluid Connectors
A complete spectrum of fluid 
connector products for hydraulic, 
pneumatic and fluid systems is 
available with products ranging 
from state-of-the-art fittings, valves 
and quick couplings, to pressure 
hose that is available in a wide range 
of core-tube materials, reinforce-
ment designs and outer covers.

Cartridge Valves and  
Integrated Circuits
Solutions for complex circuits by 
matching threaded cartridge valves 
and integrating them into a single 
manifold is a core competency.

Motors
A broad range of high and low speed 
motors deliver excellent performance 
with high efficiency, true wear 
compensation and longer service  
life. Parker’s motors provide power 
ranging up to 15,000 inch-pounds of 
torque with speeds ranging from ½ 
RPM (Calzoni) to 13,000 RPM (bent 
access). A complete range of sizes  
is offered in gear, gerotor, vane and 
piston style operating configurations. 
Fixed and variable displacement 
motors are available.

Power Units
All power units are backed by 
complete engineering support 
including control documentation on 
the shop floor. Parker’s complete line 
of standard pre-engineered and 
cataloged hydraulic power units 
include everything from 28 cubic 
inch to 80 gallon reservoir sizes and 
are available in five working days.

Pumps
Parker’s hydraulic pumps are 
available in fixed or variables 
displacement models of piston,  
vane and gear pumps. Engineered to 
handle a wide range of applications, 
they are available with a full comple-
ment of electronic and computer 
controls. Hydraulic pumps are manu-
factured with the finest materials 
under strict quality control, resulting 
in a pump that delivers high efficien-
cy and low maintenance under the 
toughest operating conditions.

Rotary Actuators
Recognized for their durability and 
used wherever reliability is critical  
to the application, rotary actuation 
provides performance features to meet 
all common mobile applications. The 
product range offers a unique solution 
for developing high torque from a 
compact, self-contained, precision 
machined, drop-in package. Special 
designs are available.

Valves and Controls
From simple on/off functions to 
precise motion control, valves and 
controls are used on all types of 
mobile equipment. Inline and 
bankable control valves, motion 
controllers, pressure control valves, 
servo valves and manifold mounted 
directional and proportional valves 
are all available.



• Medium duty service with  
industrial tie rod construction

• Nominal pressure up to 1000 psi 
(70 bar)

• Standard bore sizes 1.00" – 8.00"

• Piston rod diameters 0.500" – 5.500"

• Strokes available in any  
practical length

3L Series

• 15 standard mounting styles

• Exclusive “Jewel” Rod Gland with 
TS-2000 Rod Seal

• Parker stepped cushion for  
increased performance and  
productivity

• Rod ends: four standard choices, 
specials to order

CHD Series

• Compact hydraulic cylinder 

• Repairable construction, steel  
body design

• Bore sizes from 20mm – 80mm

• Strokes in 1mm increments up to 
100mm dependent on bore size

• Piston rod diameters 12mm – 45mm

• Single and double rod designs

• 13 standard mounting styles

• Nominal pressures up to 207 bar 
(3000 psi)

• Four standard rod end styles with 
special ends available

• Available with SAE, NPTF and 
BSPP ports

• Manifold ports available on  
foot mounting

2H Series

• Heavy duty service with  
industrial tie rod construction

• Nominal pressures up to  
3000 psi (207 bar)

• Standard bore sizes 1.50" – 6.00"

• Piston rod diameters 0.625" – 4.000"

• Strokes available in any  
practical length

3H Series

• Heavy duty service with  
industrial tie rod construction

• Nominal pressures up to  
3000 psi (207 bar)

• Standard bore sizes 7.00" – 20.00"

• Piston rod diameters  
3.000" – 10.000"

• 18 standard mounting styles

• Exclusive “Jewel” Rod Gland with 
TS-2000 Rod Seal

• Parker stepped cushion for  
increased performance and  
productivity

• Rod ends: four standard choices, 
specials to order

• Strokes available in any  
practical length

• 16 standard mounting styles

• Parker stepped cushion for  
increased performance and  
productivity

• Rod ends: four standard choices, 
specials to order

Cylinders 

View Product PDF

View Product PDF

View Product PDF

View Product PDF

View Specs

View Specs

View Specs

View Specs
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http://www.parker.com/literature/Industrial%20Cylinder/cylinder/cat/english/HY08-1114-6_NA_2H-3H%20.pdf
http://www.parker.com/literature/Industrial%20Cylinder/cylinder/cat/english/HY08-1114-6_NA_2H-3H%20.pdf
http://www.parker.com/literature/Industrial%20Cylinder/cylinder/cat/english/HY08_1130-5_na.pdf
http://www.parker.com/literature/Industrial%20Cylinder/cylinder/cat/english/HY08-1137-6.pdf
http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.338f315e827b2c6315731910237ad1ca/?vgnextoid=e65bcab60275e210VgnVCM10000048021dacRCRD&vgnextfmt=EN&vgnextfmt=EN&productcategory=partlist&vgnextdiv=687492&vgnextcatid=5554&vgnextcat=2H+HEAVY+DUTY+HYDRAULIC+CYLINDERS&Wtky=
http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.338f315e827b2c6315731910237ad1ca/?vgnextoid=e65bcab60275e210VgnVCM10000048021dacRCRD&vgnextfmt=EN&vgnextfmt=EN&productcategory=partlist&vgnextdiv=687492&vgnextcatid=5557&vgnextcat=3H+7+AND+8+INCH+BORE+AND+LARGE+BORE+TIE+ROD+CYLINDERS&Wtky=
http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.338f315e827b2c6315731910237ad1ca/?vgnextoid=e65bcab60275e210VgnVCM10000048021dacRCRD&vgnextfmt=EN&vgnextfmt=EN&productcategory=partlist&vgnextdiv=687492&vgnextcatid=5560&vgnextcat=3L+MEDIUM+DUTY+HYDRAULIC+CYLINDERS&Wtky=
http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.338f315e827b2c6315731910237ad1ca/?vgnextoid=e65bcab60275e210VgnVCM10000048021dacRCRD&vgnextfmt=EN&vgnextfmt=EN&productcategory=partlist&vgnextdiv=687492&vgnextcatid=4607605&vgnextcat=PARKER+CHD+COMPACT+HYDRAULIC+CYLINDERS&Wtky=


Cylinders
CHE Series

• Compact hydraulic cylinder 

• Repairable construction, aluminum 
alloy extruded design

• Bore sizes from 20mm – 100mm

• Strokes in 1mm increments up to 
150mm dependent on bore size

• Piston rod diameters 12mm – 56mm

• Single and double rod designs

• 6 standard mounting styles

• Nominal pressures up to 140 bar 
(2030 psi) dependent on bore size

• Four standard rod end styles with 
special ends available

• Available with SAE, NPTF and 
BSPP ports

• Magnetic piston and position  
sensing switches available

HMI Series

• Nominal pressures up to  
210 bar (3045 psi)

• Metric hydraulic cylinders with 
bore sizes 25 mm – 200 mm

• ISO 6020/2 mounting  
interchangeable

• Up to three rod sizes per bore

• Wide range of mounting  
accessories

• Up to three male and three  
female rod end threads per bore

• Strokes available in any  
practical length

• Piston rod diameters  
12 mm – 140 mm

• Single and double rod designs

• 12 standard mounting styles

• Exclusive “Jewel” Rod Gland with 
TS-2000 Rod Seal

• Seal types to suit a wide variety  
of operating environments

• Parker stepped cushion for  
increased performance  
and productivity

RDH Series

• Heavy duty hydraulic  
roundline cylinder 

• Standard threaded head and 
welded cap construction 

• Nominal pressures up to 3000 psi 
(207 Bar) 

• Bore sizes from 1.50" – 8.00" 

• Piston rod diameters 0.625" - 5.500" 

• Strokes available in any  
practical length 

• Rod ends: five standard choices, 
specials to order 

• Nine standard mounting styles

View Product PDF

View Product PDF

View Product PDF

View Specs

View Specs

View Specs
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http://www.parker.com/literature/Industrial%20Cylinder/cylinder/cat/english/HY08-1320-3_RDH.pdf
http://www.parker.com/literature/Industrial%20Cylinder/HY08-1151-1_NA_HMI.pdf
http://www.parker.com/literature/Industrial%20Cylinder/cylinder/cat/english/HY08-1137-6.pdf
http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.338f315e827b2c6315731910237ad1ca/?vgnextoid=e65bcab60275e210VgnVCM10000048021dacRCRD&vgnextfmt=EN&vgnextfmt=EN&productcategory=partlist&vgnextdiv=687492&vgnextcatid=8502263&vgnextcat=SERIES+RDH+HEAVY+DUTY+HYDRAULIC+ROUNDLINE+CYLINDERS&Wtky=
http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.338f315e827b2c6315731910237ad1ca/?vgnextoid=e65bcab60275e210VgnVCM10000048021dacRCRD&vgnextfmt=EN&vgnextfmt=EN&productcategory=partlist&vgnextdiv=687492&vgnextcatid=5556&vgnextcat=HMI+ISO+HYDRAULIC+TIE+ROD+CYLINDERS&Wtky=
http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.338f315e827b2c6315731910237ad1ca/?vgnextoid=e65bcab60275e210VgnVCM10000048021dacRCRD&vgnextfmt=EN&vgnextfmt=EN&productcategory=partlist&vgnextdiv=687492&vgnextcatid=4895870&vgnextcat=PARKER+CHE+COMPACT+HYDRAULIC+CYLINDERS&Wtky=


Cylinders

WaveScale

• Linear displacement transducer 
(LDT) feedback 

• WaveScale embedded design 
maintains NFPA dimensions  
2.00" – 6.00" bores 

• Eliminates need for limit switches, 
deceleration valves, shock absorb-
ers and mechanical linkages in 
many applications 

• Nominal pressures up to 3000 psi 
(207 bar) 

• Piston rod diameters 1.000" – 4.000"
• Wide variety of stroke  

lengths available

• Exclusive “Jewel” Rod Gland  
with TS-2000 Rod Seal 

• Parker stepped cushion for 
increased performance and 
productivity 

• Low friction seals available 
• Seven bolt-on and four integral 

manifolds available 
• Simplifies machine design and 

reduces number of hydraulic lines 
• Integral mounted valve eliminates 

assembly time and fittings

XFC Series

• All steel construction
• Elastomeric seals throughout
• Standard metric hydraulic type  

tie rod construction
• Opposed preloaded angular  

contact bearings
• Roller screw drive system
• Inline and parallel gear drive  

configurations

• Speeds up to 40 inches  
per second (1 m/s)

• Continuous thrust ratings up to 
80,000 lbs. (356 kN)

• Strokes from 50 mm to 2000 mm  
in 1 mm increment

• Anti-rotate and rotatable  
rod configurations

• Other motor mounts available

Intellinder

• Suitable for hydraulic pneumatic 
and electromechanical cylinder 
applications

• Eliminates need for limit switches, 
deceleration valves, shock absorb-
ers and mechanical linkages in 
many applications

• Nominal pressures up to  
3000 psi (207 bar)

• Piston rod diameters  
1.000" – 10.000"

• Stroke lengths to 20.00'
• 0-10v, 4-20mA – J1939 outputs
• Sustains performance in applica-

tions exposed to vibration, dust, 
gravel, corrosives, chemicals, axial  
load, side load, and immersion

• Features highly sensitive health 
monitoring to detect and diagnose 
potential cylinder malfunctions 
before they can disrupt operations

ETH

• Frame sizes ETH032 / ETH050 / 
ETH080 / ETH100 / ETH125

• Screw pitch 5, 10, 16, 20, 32 mm
• Precision Class 7 Ball Screw
• Stroke up to 79" (2000 mm)
• Traction/thrust force up to  

25, 600 lbs. (114 kN)
• Speed up to 60 Inches per  

second (1.7 m/s)

• Acceleration up to 15 m/s²
• Equivalent dynamic axial force at a 

lifetime of 2500 km up to 49.6 kN
• Efficiency up to 90%
• Position Repeatability  

up to ±0.03 mm

View Product PDF

View Product PDF

View Product PDF

View Product PDF

View Specs

View Specs

View Specs

View Specs
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http://www.parker.com/literature/Industrial%20Cylinder/cylinder/cat/english/HY08-0893-1NA_ETH.pdf
http://www.parker.com/literature/Industrial%20Cylinder/cylinder/cat/english/HY08-0890-4_NA_XFC.pdf
http://www.parker.com/literature/Industrial%20Cylinder/cylinder/Serv/1113-B1.pdf
http://www.parker.com/literature/Industrial%20Cylinder/cylinder/Serv/HY08-0880-B1.pdf
http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.f158acfa3e600a59e967be29237ad1ca/?searchbox=XFC+Series&keyword=XFC%2BAND%2BSeries&partno=&selectCategory=ALL&vgnextfmt=EN&removetext=yes&searchAttr=searchResult&queryTexttoDisp=XFC+Series&queryParttoDisp=&vgnextoid=4b245bca1007e210VgnVCM10000032a71dacRCRD&queryType=allWord&language=EN&divisionChannel=Industrial+Cylinder+Division&divisionChannelDesc=687492&divisionChannelId=d54e3cc73fbee010VgnVCM10000032a71dacRCRD&searchDivisionInput=XFC+Series
http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.338f315e827b2c6315731910237ad1ca/?vgnextoid=e65bcab60275e210VgnVCM10000048021dacRCRD&vgnextchannel=e65bcab60275e210VgnVCM10000048021dacRCRD&vgnextfmt=EN&vgnextfmt=EN&productcategory=partlist&vgnextdiv=687492&vgnextcatid=20734328&vgnextcat=SERIES+ETH+HIGH+FORCE+ELECTRIC+ACTUATOR&Wtky=
http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.f158acfa3e600a59e967be29237ad1ca/?searchbox=wavescale&keyword=wavescale&partno=&selectCategory=ALL&vgnextfmt=EN&removetext=yes&searchAttr=searchResult&queryTexttoDisp=wavescale&queryParttoDisp=&vgnextoid=4b245bca1007e210VgnVCM10000032a71dacRCRD&queryType=allWord&language=EN&divisionChannel=Industrial+Cylinder+Division&divisionChannelDesc=687492&divisionChannelId=d54e3cc73fbee010VgnVCM10000032a71dacRCRD&searchDivisionInput=wavescale
http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.338f315e827b2c6315731910237ad1ca/?vgnextoid=e65bcab60275e210VgnVCM10000048021dacRCRD&vgnextfmt=EN&vgnextfmt=EN&productcategory=partlist&vgnextdiv=687492&vgnextcatid=18131995&vgnextcat=INTELLINDER+-+ABSOLUTE+POSITION+SENSOR&Wtky=


Cylinders
Custom

• Bores to 48.00" (1219 mm)
• Strokes to 876" (22250 mm)
• Operating pressures to 15,000 psi 

(1034 bar)
• Intensifier pressures to 60,000 psi 

(4138 bar)
• Welded, bolted/mill-type, tie rod, 

telescopic and crimped  
construction styles

• Many construction materials:
 – Carbon steels 
 – Stainless steels 
 – Exotic steels 
 – Aluminum 
 – Composite
• Wide variety of rod coatings:
 – Hard Chrome 
 – Chrome-Over-Nickel 
 – Global Shield 
 – Nitrotec/Nitride 
 – Ceramic 
 – Laser Clad

• Cylinder assemblies can integrate 
other hydraulic products:

 – Fluid connectors, manifolds, 
valves, accumulators,  
filtration, etc.

• Available third party approvals and 
certifications include: ABS, DNV, 
BV, USCG, Lloyd’s Register, ASME, 
Nuclear and MIL-I-45208

• Common options include  
cartridge/counterbalance valves, 
epoxy paint, continuous feedback 
devices, low friction seals,  
mechanical linkage, etc.

• Custom cylinders are designed 
to the customer application and 
specifications

View Product PDFView Specs
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http://www.parker.com/literature/Industrial%20Cylinder/cylinder/cat/english/Hy08-0891-B2.pdf
http://www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKER/menuitem.338f315e827b2c6315731910237ad1ca/?vgnextoid=e65bcab60275e210VgnVCM10000048021dacRCRD&vgnextfmt=EN&vgnextfmt=EN&productcategory=partlist&vgnextdiv=687492&vgnextcatid=2319749&vgnextcat=CUSTOM+CYLINDER+SOLUTIONS&Wtky=


WARNING - USER RESPONSIBILITY
FAILURE OR IMPROPER SELECTION OR IMPROPER USE OF THE PRODUCTS DESCRIBED HEREIN OR RELATED ITEMS CAN CAUSE DEATH,
PERSONAL INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE.                 

by users having technical expertise.

maintenance, safety and warning requirements of the application are met. The user must analyze all aspects of the application, follow applicable industry standards, and follow 
the information concerning the product in the current product catalog and in any other materials provided from Parker or its subsidiaries or authorized distributors.

OFFER OF SALE

are governed by the provisions stated in the detailed "Offer of Sale,” available at www.parker.com/salesterms/.
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Industrial Hydraulics
Innovative Products and System Solutions
When it comes to hydraulic components and solutions, 
no company offers more than Parker. Get a jump on your 
next solution by contacting Parker today.

Sales 
Call: 1-800-C-PARKER (800-272-7537)

Distributor Locator 
Call: 1-800-C-PARKER 
Online: www.parker.com/distloc

Literature 
Call: 1-800-C-PARKER 
e-mail: c-parker@parker.com 
Online: www.parker.com/hydraulics

Training Software and Training Programs 
Call: 216-896-2495 
Online: www.parker.com/training

Industrial Hydraulic Solutions Guide Web Interactive

Parker's Industrial Hydraulics Innovative Products and 
Systems Solutions Web Interactive can be viewed on-line 
at www.parker.com/industrialsolutionsguide. In addition 
to the summary produced for this printed guide, the 
industrial solutions web interactive links to detailed 
product bulletins in each category and are available for 
individual or mass download.

www.parker.com/hydraulics



Aerospace
Key Markets
Aftermarket services 
Commercial transports
Engines
General & business aviation
Helicopters
Launch vehicles
Military aircraft
Missiles
Power generation 
Regional transports
Unmanned aerial vehicles

Key Products
Control systems & 
actuation products
Engine systems 
& components
Fluid conveyance systems
& components
Fluid metering, delivery 
& atomization devices
Fuel systems & components
Fuel tank inerting systems
Hydraulic systems 
& components
Thermal management
Wheels & brakes

Electromechanical
Key Markets
Aerospace
Factory automation
Life science & medical
Machine tools
Packaging machinery
Paper machinery
Plastics machinery & converting
Primary metals
Semiconductor & electronics
Textile
Wire & cable

Key Products
AC/DC drives & systems
Electric actuators, gantry robots 
& slides
Electrohydrostatic actuation systems
Electromechanical actuation systems
Human machine interface
Linear motors
Stepper motors, servo motors, 
drives & controls
Structural extrusions

Pneumatics
Key Markets
Aerospace
Conveyor & material handling
Factory automation
Life science & medical
Machine tools
Packaging machinery
Transportation & automotive

Key Products
Air preparation
Brass fittings & valves
Manifolds
Pneumatic accessories
Pneumatic actuators & grippers
Pneumatic valves & controls
Quick disconnects
Rotary actuators
Rubber & thermoplastic hose 
& couplings
Structural extrusions
Thermoplastic tubing & fittings
Vacuum generators, cups & sensors

Fluid & Gas Handling
Key Markets 
Aerial lift
Agriculture
Bulk chemical handling
Construction machinery
Food & beverage
Fuel & gas delivery
Industrial machinery
Life sciences 
Marine
Mining
Mobile
Oil & gas
Renewable energy
Transportation

Key Products 
Check valves 
Connectors for low pressure 
fluid conveyance
Deep sea umbilicals
Diagnostic equipment 
Hose couplings
Industrial hose
Mooring systems & 
power cables
PTFE hose & tubing 
Quick couplings
Rubber & thermoplastic hose 
Tube fittings & adapters
Tubing & plastic fittings

Hydraulics
Key Markets 
Aerial lift
Agriculture
Alternative energy
Construction machinery
Forestry
Industrial machinery
Machine tools
Marine
Material handling
Mining
Oil & gas
Power generation
Refuse vehicles
Renewable energy
Truck hydraulics
Turf equipment

Key Products 
Accumulators
Cartridge valves
Electrohydraulic actuators
Human machine interfaces
Hybrid drives
Hydraulic cylinders 
Hydraulic motors & pumps
Hydraulic systems
Hydraulic valves & controls
Hydrostatic steering
Integrated hydraulic circuits
Power take-offs 
Power units
Rotary actuators
Sensors

Process Control
Key Markets 
Alternative fuels
Biopharmaceuticals
Chemical & refining
Food & beverage
Marine & shipbuilding
Medical & dental
Microelectronics
Nuclear Power
Offshore oil exploration
Oil & gas
Pharmaceuticals
Power generation
Pulp & paper
Steel
Water/wastewater

Key Products
Analytical instruments 
Analytical sample conditioning
products & systems
Chemical injection fittings
& valves
Fluoropolymer chemical
delivery fittings, valves 
& pumps
High purity gas delivery 
fittings, valves, regulators
& digital flow controllers
Industrial mass flow meters/
controllers
Permanent no-weld tube fittings
Precision industrial regulators
& flow controllers
Process control double 
block & bleeds
Process control fittings, valves, 
regulators & manifold valves

Sealing & Shielding
Key Markets 
Aerospace
Chemical processing
Consumer
Fluid power
General industrial
Information technology
Life sciences
Microelectronics
Military
Oil & gas
Power generation
Renewable energy
Telecommunications
Transportation

Key Products 
Dynamic seals
Elastomeric o-rings
Electro-medical instrument
design & assembly
EMI shielding
Extruded & precision-cut,
fabricated elastomeric seals
High temperature metal seals
Homogeneous & inserted
elastomeric shapes
Medical device fabrication 
& assembly
Metal & plastic retained
composite seals
Shielded optical windows
Silicone tubing & extrusions
Thermal management
Vibration dampening

Parker’s Motion & Control Technologies

At Parker, we’re guided by 
a relentless drive to help 
our customers become more 
productive and achieve 
higher levels of profitabil-
ity by engineering the best 
systems for their require-
ments. It means looking at 
customer applications from 
many angles to find new 
ways to create value. What-
ever the motion and control 
technology need, Parker has 
the experience, breadth of 
product and global reach 
to consistently deliver. No 
company knows more about 
motion and control technol-
ogy than Parker. For further 
info call 1 800 C-Parker 
(1 800 272 7537)

Climate Control
Key Markets 
Agriculture
Air conditioning
Construction machinery
Food & beverage
Industrial machinery
Life sciences
Oil & gas
Precision cooling
Process
Refrigeration
Transportation 

Key Products 
Accumulators
Advanced actuators
CO

2
 controls

Electronic controllers
Filter driers
Hand shut-off valves
Heat exchangers 
Hose & fittings
Pressure regulating valves
Refrigerant distributors
Safety relief valves
Smart pumps
Solenoid valves
Thermostatic expansion valves

Filtration
Key Markets
Aerospace
Food & beverage
Industrial plant & equipment
Life sciences
Marine
Mobile equipment
Oil & gas
Power generation & renewable energy
Process
Transportation 
Water Purification

Key Products 
Analytical gas generators
Compressed air filters & dryers
Engine air, coolant, fuel & oil filtration systems
Fluid condition monitoring systems
Hydraulic & lubrication filters
Hydrogen, nitrogen & zero 
air generators
Instrumentation filters
Membrane & fiber filters
Microfiltration
Sterile air filtration
Water desalination & purification  
filters & systems
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Parker Hannifin Corporation
Hydraulics Group
6035 Parkland Boulevard
Cleveland, OH 44124
phone 1 800-C PARKER
c-parker@parker.com
www.parker.com/hydraulics

Sales Offices

Argentina, Buenos Aires 
Tel: (54) 33 2744 4129

Australia, Castle Hill  
Tel: (61) 2 9634 7777

Austria, Wiener Neustadt 
Tel: (43) 2622 23501 0

Belgium, Nivelles 
Tel: (32) 67 280 900

Brazil, Cachoeirinha RS 
Tel: (55) 51 3470 9144

Canada, Milton, Ontario 
Tel: (905) 693 3000

China, Beijing 
Tel: (86) 10 6561 0520

China, Shanghai 
Tel: (86) 21 5031 2525

Czech Republic and Slovakia, 
Klecany 
Tel: (420) 284 083 111

Denmark, Ballerup 
Tel: (45) 4356 0400

Finland, Vantaa 
Tel: (358) 20 753 2500

France, Contamine-sur-Arve 
Tel: (33) 4 50 25 80 25

Germany, Kaarst 
Tel: (49) 2131 4016 0

Greece, Athens 
Tel: (30) 210 933 6450

Hong Kong 
Tel: (852) 2428 8008 

Hungary, Budapest 
Tel: (36) 1 220 4155

India, Mahape, Navi Mumbai 
Tel: (91) 22 6513 7081

Ireland, County Dublin, Baldonnell 
Tel: (353) 1 466 6370

Italy, Corsico, Milano 
Tel: (39) 02 45 19 21

Japan, Tokyo 
Tel: (81) 3 6408 3900

Korea, Seoul 
Tel: (82) 2 559 0400

Malaysia, Subang Jaya 
Tel: (60) 3 5638 1476

Mexico,  
Toluca, Edo. de Mexico

Tel: (52) 72 2275 4200

The Netherlands, Oldenzaal 
Tel: (31) 541 585000

New Zealand, Mt. Wellington 
Tel: (64) 9 574 1744

Norway, Ski 
Tel: (47) 64 91 10 00

Poland, Warsaw 
Tel: (48) 22 57 32400

Portugal, Leca da Palmeira 
Tel: (351) 22 999 7360

Romania, Bucharest 
Tel: (40) 21 252 1382

Russia, Moscow 
Tel: (7) 495 645 2156

Singapore, Jurong Town 
Tel: (65) 6 887 6300

Slovenia, Novo Mesto 
Tel: (386) 7 337 6650

South Africa, Kempton Park 
Tel: (27) 11 961 0700

Spain, Madrid 
Tel: (34) 91 675 7300

Sweden, Spånga 
Tel: (46) 8 597 95000

Taiwan, Taipei 
Tel: (886) 2 2298 8987

Thailand, Bangkok 
Tel: (662) 717 8140

Turkey, Istanbul 
Tel: (90) 212 482 9106

Ukraine, Kiev 
Tel: (380) 44 494 2731

United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi 
Tel: (971) 2 678 8587

United Kingdom, Warwick 
Tel: (44) 1926 317878

USA, Lincolnshire, IL 
Tel: (847) 821 1500




